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Telikom PNG Limited welcomes NICTA's efforts in putting forth this public consultation on its Draft
Guidelines on Market Analysis, dated 25'h July 2016. Telikom appreciates NICTA's efforts in initiating
discussion with the ICT industry in PNG on these proposed guidelines. '

Telikom would like to express that in the interest of meeting NICTA's set deadline, we have put
together our initial thoughts on the subject matter in this covering letter and attachment. However.
we have yet to get responses from senior management sufficient so we may make further
comments.

The draft guidelines do not yet provide a clear indication of how NICTA will approach market analysis
in the future. It would help clarify interpretation in the future if the new guidelines comment on how
they are informed by and may differ from NICTA's previous analyses (e.g. for the MRSD and the
declaration of submarine cable facilities).

Wisely, the draft explains how the proposed guidelines follow best practice in otherjurisdictions. In
particular, the European Commission has dealt with many cases that are welldocumented and can
supplement PNG's more limited experience with guidance

Section I

Section I.lseeMS to anticipate circumstances when NICTA's guidelines may be inadequate. What
occasions is NICTA contemplating? it is proposed that the last few sentences be deleted.

Section 1.2 lists three examples of where market analysis may be required
where the second is properly a matter for the ICCC:

There are two others,
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e
Part Xll of the Act, which deals with public inquiries and investigations
Mergers and acquisitions where JCCC would probably seek NICTA's advice on whether a
proposalwould lead to a substantiallessening of competition in ICr markets.



On M&A, the ICCC Act says that "In deciding if an acquisition is caught by the ICCC Act the following
matters must be taken into account: ' ' '
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actualand potentiallevelof import competition in the market;
nature and effect of barriers to entry in the market;
the number of buyers and sellers in the market;
the degree of countervailing power in the market;
the likelihood that the acquisition would result in the acquirer being able to
significantly and sustainably increase prices or profit margins;
the extent to which substitutes 8rc available, or are likely to be available in the
ma rket;

the dynamic characteristics of the market including growth, innovation and product
diffe rentiation ;

the likelihood that the acquisition would result in the removalfrom the market of a
sustainable, vigorous and effective competitor;
the extent of vertical integration in the market.

NICTA's advice should be sought in relation to the points identified in the ICCC Act because of its
special knowledge of the ICT sector. The first point above may not be relevant to the ICr sector;
unless OTT services constrain the actions of domestic providers of communications services The last
point does not mention horizontal integration which can also substantially lessen competition; e.g.
at what point does consolidation of ISPS become an issue? ' ' ' ' ' ' -'

Section 2

A large part of this section is about SMP which should be deferred to section 6 where it is discussed.
The outline of the paper lends itself to four sequential steps which we suggest could be presented as
the components of a market analysis:

Market definition (section 4)

3CT (the 3 criteria test discussed in section 5)
Effective competition (discussed in section 5) then excepting Part VI declaration inquiries
Market power (significant market power is discussed in section 6)

It is suggested that section 6 is called "market power" because it deals with SMP and it seems that
market analysis is notjust about market power, but also the other elements identified above. Hence,
Figure I (international definitions of SMP) belongs to section 6. The table below summarizes the S
objectives of Market analysis, the involved steps or tools in analysis and regulatory remedies

Note that we have added 3 more scenarios where we think these tools of market analysis could be
used. Further, it is not clear that every tool may be required for every scenario and NICTA may fill
that table accordingly as it sees the requirement to. The comments section is intended to show
examples or note caveats. Telikom would like to revisit this particular section with additional
comments in a supplementary submission that willfollow this initialsubmission.
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Section 3

This section is clear. But there are two definitions of effective competition: one where the US
accepts potentialentrants as a market constraint and another where the Australian definition does
not. NICTA has not made a choice and that seems wise as opinions are divided. See

Section 4

As this section notes in the opening paragraph, substitutability in supply and/or demand is a key
concept in defining the boundaries of markets.

A large section(4.7 to 4.15) is spent on the SSNIP test which is complex and could only be applied
qualitatively in PNG. The draft notes that elasticities are not known. An alternative method for

applying the SSNIP test where demand elasticities cannot be estimated, involves estimating the
"criticalloss." The criticalloss is defined as the maximum sales loss that could be sustained as a

result of the price increase without making the price increase unprofitable. Where the likely loss of
sales to the hypotheticalmonopolist is less than the CriticaILoss, then a 5% price increase would be
profitable and the market is defined. To
illustrate:

0 Critical loss (y) defined as the maximum loss in sales resulting from a price increase
that would stillmake the price increase profitable

o y= t/Im+t)

o m is the price cost margin and t is the minimum price increase considered
significa nt.

o Assume a price cost margin of 40% and ask if 5% price increase profitable

o y = .05/1.4+.05) = 11.1

o That fs, the firm could suffer drop in sales volumes of up to 11.1% as a result of 5%
price increase and still increase its profits.

0 How likely does that seem compared with actualexperience?

That may help. But, the draft also Hentions the cellophane fallacy; which says that the SSNIP test of
an increase in price cannot be applied if the price level is already too high. From the price
comparisons that have been reported for PNG and its peers, that is likely.

In the last paragraph of this section, Nla'A says it intends to "review its market definitions (and the
conclusions based on them) regularly". It is important for market participants to have certainty. The
current regime provides for reviews of declarations, which is good. But, there should not be any
reviews outside of these unless there is just cause



Section 5

The adoption of the 3a test as part of NICTA's best-practice regulatory tool-kit is welcomed. So too

is the suggestion that it would work closely with the ICCC to determine whether ex-ante (NICTA) or
ex-post(ICCC) intervention (or both) is appropriate. '

The most important discipline for any regulator is to "Do No Harm". Markets work best. The
consideration of the relative cost of Type land llerrors will be another usefuldiscipline
Section 6:

The identification of SMP is a criticalpart of market analysis. The end tables look familiar and have
served NICTA well.

Sincere ly
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